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Abstract—Approximately 1.35 million people die each year as a result of road traffic crashes. Between 20 and 50 

million more people suffer non-fatal injuries, with many incurring a disability as a result of their injury. Road traffic 

crashes cost most countries 3% of their gross domestic product. Major cause of road accident due to distracted 

driving, speeding, disobey of traffic rules. To overcome this cause we need to enhance the equipment to focus more on 

safety. To improve safety and driving experience provide an assistance for driving which detect traffic  sign. Majority 

of the people driving vehicle weren’t not obey rules and watch traffic sign. Cause many accident and loss in lives. To 

lay a better future we need take small step. Many company were research on the vehicle autonomous to ensure the 

human safety. The vehicles are focused to be automated to give human driver relaxed driving. In the field of 

automobile, various aspects have been considered which makes a vehicle automated. By improving traffic  safety, we 

design a traffic sign detector which has an ability to analysis the sign and  provided required output. 

Keywords– Road safety, autonomous-vehicle, traffic sign detection. 

 

1. I. INTRODUCTION 

Everyday more than 3500 people are died due to road accident, from 20 to 50 million were 

suffered due to injury and cause disability. Major cause of road accident due to distracted 

driving, speeding, disobey of traffic rules. 95% of the driving accident occur due to human 

error. To overcome this problem many countries has implemented rules, but many were not 

obey the rules so that cause road accident. To solve the problem we need some rules and 

regulation that built into the vehicle. In future autonomous car will rule the era, many new 

innovation will take. To be a part in lead to autonomous vehicle we created a traffic sign 

detector that detect the traffic sign and signal, by that we can control the vehicle from the data 

received. Experiments have been conducted on self-driving cars since at least the 1920s;[1] 

promising trials took place in the 1950s and work has proceeded since then. The first self-

sufficient and truly autonomous cars appeared in the 1980s, with Carnegie Mellon 

University's Navlab [2] and ALV [3][4] projects in 1984 and Mercedes-Benz and 

Bundeswehr University Munich's Eureka Prometheus Project[5] in 1987. Since then, 

numerous major companies and research organizations have developed working autonomous 

vehicles including Mercedes-Benz, General Motors, Continental Automotive Systems, 

Autoliv Inc., Bosch, Nissan, Toyota, Audi, Volvo, Vislab from University of Parma, Oxford 
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University and Google. In July 2013, Vislab demonstrated BRAiVE, a vehicle that moved 

autonomously on a mixed traffic route open to public traffic.[13] 

Possible technological obstacles for automated cars are:  

 Artificial Intelligence is still not able to function properly in chaotic inner-city 

environments.[14] 

 A car's computer could potentially be compromised, as could a communication system 

between cars.[17][18][19][20][21]. 

 Susceptibility of the car's sensing and navigation systems to different types of weather 

(such as snow) or deliberate interference, including jamming and spoofing.[15] 

 Avoidance of large animals requires recognition and tracking, and Volvo found that 

software suited to caribou, deer, and elk was ineffective with kangaroos.[22] 

 Autonomous cars may require high-definition maps to operate properly. Where these 

maps may be out of date, they would need to be able to fall back to reasonable 

behaviors.  

 Competition for the radio spectrum desired for the car's communication.[23] 

 Field program-ability for the systems will require careful evaluation of product 

development and the component supply chain.[21] 

 Current road infrastructure may need changes for automated cars to function 

optimally.[24] 

 

2. II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Autonomous cars are the future smart cars anticipated to be driver less, efficient and crash 

avoiding ideal urban car of the future. To reach this goal automakers have started working in 

this area to realized the potential and solve the challenges currently in this area to reach the 

expected outcome. In this regard the first challenge would be to customize and imbibe 

existing technology in conventional vehicle to translate them to a near expected autonomous 

car. This transition of conventional vehicles into an autonomous vehicle by adopting and 

implementing different upcoming technologies is discussed in this paper. This includes the 

objectives of autonomous vehicles and their implementation difficulties. The paper also 

touches upon the existing standards for the same and compares the introduction of 

autonomous vehicles in Indian market in comparison to other markets. There after the 

acceptance approach in Indian market scenarios is discussed for autonomous vehicles[25} 
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3. III.  HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1:block diagram of   traffic sign detector 

The block diagram consist of raspberry pi has various features has networking,capturing 

capability .Raspberry Pi connected with 5V/3A power supply to prevent brown out reset. 

There is camera which can be connected to the 2-lane MIPI CSI interface which can transfer 

the capture image to raspberry pi. By the analysis of image by trained model it will give 

output based on the required output device such as Audio output that is speaker will give the 

alert them with voice for traffic sign that captured, display can indicate the type of sign but 

during the driving condition the driver has keep eye on road so that can be optional. 

Analyzing image from camera is  big task we cannot ensure how accuracy that was the 

trained model  consist of data of images, 

The images should trained by convert the BGR(color) to Gray-scale image to reduce the 

size of   matrix from 3 into 1. for easy flatting the data. Then, the image get flatted . By that 

data can analysis the image. 

a) Raspberry Pi 

Raspberry Pi is a series of small single-board computers developed in the United Kingdom by 

the Raspberry Pi Foundation in association with Broadcom. 

Feature of Raspberry Pi[24]: 

 Broadcom BCM2711, Quad core Cortex-A72 (ARM v8) 64-bit SoC @ 1.5GHz 

 2GB, 4GB or 8GB LPDDR4-3200 SDRAM (depending on model) 
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 2.4 GHz and 5.0 GHz IEEE 802.11ac wireless, Bluetooth 5.0, BLE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Raspberry Pi  4B 

Pi camera is camera unit which will connected to raspberry pi has great integrity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Pi Camera module 

b) Feature of Pi Camera[24]: 

 Sony IMX477R stacked, back-illuminated sensor, 12.3 megapixels, 7.9 mm sensor 

diagonal, 1.55 μm × 1.55 μm pixel size 
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c) Audio Output: 

 The Audio device has multipleintegration such Bluetooth,Will connect any devices 

seamlessly. Output obtained from the data will alerted by speaker or audio device. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

Traffic sign will capture by pi camera will be transmitted to raspberry will analysis the 

image from trained model Image will be gray-scaled for better accuracy and flexibility. The 

model is developed with keras, tensor-flow, pandas,numpy and opencv. Keras used for deep 

neural network. Opencv is computer vision tool used capture and transformation of image. 

Numpy is high level matrix comprise tool. By this tool we can train the model from dataset of 

traffic sign.In the training process we collected dataset of 35000 image.Each image has 

transformed into different variety like BGR2Gray, Rotate, upscale,downscale, cropped,canny 

to give more information.  

The images has been flatted for better stability. Flatted means conversation multi-

dimension array into single dimension array. By that image can be easily identified. Test the 

model by dataset for accuracy and validate. In process of apply in road the sign will placed on 

same direction. We can recognize sign by color,shape and analysis the image with trained 

model. Raspberry Pi connected with power supply to prevent brown out reset. There is 

camera which can be connected to the 2-lane MIPI CSI interface which can transfer the 

capture image to raspberry pi.  

By the analysis of image by trained model it will give output based on the required 

output device such as Audio output that is speaker will give the alert them with voice for 

traffic sign that captured, display can indicate the type of sign but during the driving 

condition the driver has keep eye on road so that can be optional. Analyzing image from 

camera .In the test model we get 70 to 80% result with various misleading result so to 

improve various level of details to improve image viability. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 : Result of trained model  by speed limit 30km/h 
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In figure 4 Result of speed limit 30km/hr has been received from the trained model 

and Figure 5 represent the speed sign 30km/hr show result enhanced version. With gray blur 

and contours. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6 represent the “not passing sign” from the trained model and Figure 7 has the image 

of no passing figure 6 detected properly with trained model. 

CONCLUSION 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 :Improve image accuracy by tracking required 

element. 

Figure 6 : Result updated as "Not passing" Figure 7 : Enhance the accuracy  by tracking 

required element. 
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This is part of autonomous vehicle need various aspect to form complete form of autonomous 

vehicle. For traffic sign consist of 25 to 30 sign, having more sign cause various failure and 

mislead so we decreases the element to 5 to 6 for more accuracy in later period enchantment 

of hardware  and processing will definitely get more intuitive result. In the upcoming years 

the development of camera and micro-computer will be improve the overall accuracy and 

stability. Many undergone research has been taken place.  The vehicles are focused to be 

automated to give human driver relaxed driving. In the field of automobile, various aspects 

have been considered which makes a vehicle automated. 
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